
Renew Early!
      Jonathan Zwickel is a long-time California activist.  It is now
a new year, with membership dues coming due.
    This is not a pitch to convert anyone into a dues paying mem-
ber.
    But if you are a dues paying LP member, and plan on continu-
ing paying you LP dues in the future, might I suggest that you
pay your dues early.
    Renewal letters are not free, and all the money that the LP uses
to send one or two or six requests to renew your membership
could be used better elsewhere.
    A few years ago I decided that since I intended to remain an LP
member, I would use the first check I write each year to renew my
LP dues.
    I know that some might pay dues two or more years at a time,
which is also good.
    And I know that some prefer a "monthly" pledge which auto-
matically pays their dues each year.
    But for those of us who prefer to pay their dues annually, send
in your dues early (like the beginning of every year) so that the LP
can concentrate its efforts and money on doing stuff rather than

New Tax Increase Proposed
It’s tax time!  No, I don’t mean time to file the income tax forms.
It’s a new legislative session on Beacon Hill and the Democrats
are proposing new tax increases.  A senator from New Bedford is
promoting a 50-cent increase in the cigarette tax.  That’s not a
misprint.  He is seriously proposing a 40% tax increase.
      Although this is being presented as a revenue-raising action,
people will ultimately be promoting the adage that taxes cause
people to smoke less.There is probably some truth to this because
all taxes are punitive.  People refuse to work overtime to avoid the
income tax.  People refuse to buy new cars because of the sales
tax.  At the very least, we will see an increase in smuggling of un-
taxed cigarettes into the state as smokers seek to avoid the
penalty.
      Less smoking is supposed to save the state money on health

(Continued on page 2)

Activities for 2001
[This Column was originally prepared by Lois Kaneshiki, State
Chair of the Pennsylvania Libertarian Party, for circulation to her
LP-Pa activists.  However, their election schedule is the same as
ours, and so are the issues:]
       Municipal elections are sometimes called "off-year" elections.
For the LPPA, they should be considered of paramount impor-
tance to our progress.
      It is imperative that we take local elections seriously. We must
not only field a great number of candidates, but we must also win
many of  these races.
      The state party can do certain things towards this goal. We
can try to put a great emphasis on this function and promote it us-
ing every vehicle available to us: our LibPenn newsletter, our an-
nual
convention, direct mail, our web site.
      But in the end, it doesn't really matter what the state party is
doing if the local organizations do not "buy in" to this plan.  Can-
didates must be recruited locally by local activists.
      I have asked the county leaders to come up with a goal regard-
ing what they will achieve this year in terms of number of candi-
dates placed on the ballot in November. Spots from Inspector of
Elections to County Sheriff are up for re-election.
      Sometimes goal-setting is intimidating, because we are afraid

(Continued on page 2)
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Where Your Money Went
Spending of the Massachusetts State Libertarian Party,
as reported to the Federal Elections Commission under
the name “Libertarian Association of Massachusetts”.
This is all based on the “30th day” after general elections
and the “Year End” report, covering 10/18-12/31/2000
      Total receipts for the period totaled a shade under
$43,500.  Over the year, Cash on Hand fell from $26718
to $6514.   There were some major expenditures: To
WBZ-TV for Carla Howell Ads: $17595 on 10/20, $5865
on 10/31, and $16065 on 11/02, plus an “Agency Fee” for
the TV ads, of $2200, to Michael Cloud (who promptly do-
nated $1000 back to the state party), for a total expendi-
ture on candidate support of $41741 all for the same can-
didate.   Other election spending included $4296 to the
Dedham Hilton for an election night party, $1335 to Mr.
D Enterprises for envelopes and membership cards,
$1372 for an e-Letter to registered Libertarians, over
$2700 for two issues of the newsletter, $860 for postage,

(Continued on page 2)
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REPRINT PERMISSION
Libertarian organizations across the United States and
elsewhere in the world are hereby authorized to repro-
duce in their own state, county, and local newsletters ar-
ticles and complete sections from the Libertarian Strategy
Gazette.

Who Are We?
The Grassroots Libertarians are organized into self-
organizing caucuses:
       Chair — George Phillies
       Steering Caucus: Gene Cisewski]
            Lorenzo Gaztenaga
            Don Gorman
            Lois Kaneshiki
            Charles Wilhoite
      Activist Caucus: (just be active) Led by
             Gail Lightfoot
             John Famularo
       Public Officials Caucus (you must have been one to
belong):  Don Gorman — Chair pro tempore
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Libertarian Strategy Gazette                                                                                          Page
ago that Libertarians were able to set up effective organizations
in many states have successfully used one or more Montana's ac-
tivities to keep the party growing. The Montana party has simply
been able to combine them all at once, as follows:
   1. Immediately after the election, the party tackled the project
of trying to change the state's ballot access law in their favor. Pre-
viously, Libertarians could only qualify for the ballot on separate
petitions, but the party wanted to be able to qualify the entire
party   with one petition. They identified some sympathetic legis-
lators,   explained the problem and what they wanted, and asked
if a bill   effecting the change could be written and sponsored.
The legislators agreed and, several months later, the bill was
passed overwhelmingly by both houses of the legislature.
   2. After the bill had passed, the party decided to start its ballot
drive early, more than a year before the signatures were due.
They now have ten coordinators around the state and planned ac-
tivities for fundraising and volunteer petitioning.
   3. The Montana Party, like many party organizations, partici-
pates in an activity which always promotes visibility, credibility,
and outreach: staffing booths at major county fairs, around the
state. In at least one instance, their booth appeared where the Re-
publicans did not -- a fact duly noted by the local newspaper.

                                        First Class Mail
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of  failure. We do not want to say we are going to do X and then
fail to accomplish X.
     But goal-setting is not a passive process. It involves develop-
ing a workable plan on how the goal will be achieved. It is not
just hoping and dreaming, it is planning how make things hap-
pen.
     All successful organizations set short-term goals. If we expect
to be treated seriously, if we expect to grow, we need to face real-
ity, sit down and do some planning -- and do it locally.
     I have asked the county leaders to let me know what their
goals and accompanying plans for this year are. So far, I have not
heard if  any of them are willing to do so.
     My belief is that all the meetings, events, and yes, lawsuits in
the world are not going to build our party if we do not make win-
ning  elections a priority.
      I look forward to your feedback and discussion.

(Continued from page 1) [Run for Local Office]

$700 for Accounting services, and $150 to Solstice
Sun for Web Site maintenance (a great price, compared
to what some other campaigns pay.
      Other major expenditures included over $3800 in le-
gal fees, $1800 to the Libertarian National Committee
for National Memberships ($3800 came the other way)
and $648.61 on 12/21/200 to MyData Automation for
“Cobra for Kay Pirello”.   $648.61 may sound familiar —
it exactly matches numerically the payment made in
previous months by the Howell Campaign to the same
outfit.
      Where did the cash come from?  For the period
around the General election, one finds reportable contri-
butions totaling over $34,000, largely in blocks of $4000-
$5000.
   If you were wondering why candidates for lower office
stopped getting support, and candidates last year in the
end got no support — even Jerry Horton in his emi-
nently winnable City Council race —  well, the above is
where the money went instead.
      And if you want your money to go to local campaigns
for winnable office, be sure to give you money directly to
those campaigns, or to PACs that support those cam-
paigns.  Most political groups make so secret of how
they will spend your money.  The honest ones even tell
you the truth.
      You can invest in local campaigns, in palm cards
and newsletter fliers and lawn signs, and perhaps some
radio and cable ads.  You can also invest in state cam-
paigns, in campaigns to unseat people who have been in
office since before many Libertarians were born.  The
Local Campaigns will build up local organizations, giv-
ing us the volunteers and foot soldiers and voter base
we will need before we can win re-election campaigns at
the higher level.  The former will build more substance.
The latter will certainly give you the fine feeling of see-
ing your ads on broadcast television.
      The choice is up to you.

       ...George Phillies

(Continued from page 1) [Where Your Money Went]

care.  This is as ironic as the lawsuits filed by the states.  The set-
tlement was to be used to curb smoking and the new tax proposal
is for increased health insurance benefits.  What’s ironic is that
the health care system would collapse if smoking was to cease
immediately.  The costs of hospice and nursing home care for
people who live 40 or 50 years past retirement age far exceed any
treatment costs of people who smoke.
      In years past, it has become fashionable to vilify the tobacco
companies for the ills caused by smoking.  This too presents an
irony.  The amount of profit gleaned by the state is three times
that of the tobacco companies.  “Big Tobacco” is only a bit player
in this drug trade.  They get a small cut, just like the growers,
truckers, wholesalers and convenience store clerks.  The real
kingpin in this operation is the treasury of our state. And unlike
the private sector players, all that money is profit.  There is
very little overhead.
     We have established that smoking exists in this state almost
exclusively for the benefit of the government.  Anyone who works
for, or under a state department is a beneficiary.  Anyone who
avails himself of state services is doing so on the corpses of his
fellow man.  The more money that one receives, the bigger a
whore that person is.  Again, it is ironic that so many compas-
sionate liberals are lining their pockets with drug money and ig-
noring the thousands of deaths that are required for them to re-
ceive it. The people who condemn the tobacco trade the loudest
are the ones who gain the most by it.
      Thankfully, this tax will be seen for what it really is – a
money grab.  We should not accept that taxes are psychological
tools for manipulating human behavior.  Taxes are for raising
revenue, not for controlling the private lives of our citizens.  Ob-
viously, there will be unintended consequences as poorer addicts
turn to crime to support their (now more expensive) habits. These
damages to society should not be overlooked as more people hope
to take a cut of the nicotine trade.
      If past history is any indicator, the tax will pass.  The gover-
nor will veto.  The only questions are whether the legislature will
override and whether the tax will accomplish its goal.  That goal
is tightening government control over the health care system as
we continue our slow but steady march to a totally socialist state.
      ...Pit Warren

Beat the Tax!
      I would suggest including, as a public service, information
concerning alternative means of acquiring cigarettes, e.g., over
the border in NH, from our friends on the Indian reservations,
etc., and the cost-savings to the average smoker-consumer by do-
ing so.
      For instance, I buy my cigarettes from the Tuscarora Nation,
in Lewiston, NY. Not only do I save almost $3 a pack (by pur-
chasing their "Smokin' Joes" house brand), but I am politically
correct, buying from the folks whose land some of our ancestors
stole. Another benefit, a large one from the L perspective, is that
the state is not getting extra tax money from me.
      For whomever might write the release, the saving to me, a
one-pack-a-day smoker, is approximately $1000/year. AND
they're shipped directly to my door; I never have to even make a
trip to the corner store.

(Continued from page 1)  [Tobacco] 2



On Burnout
 Regarding burnout--
       Burnout and lack of volunteers is part of a larger problem
of organization. We must organize ourselves in the most effi-
cient way to accomplish our goals.  We must have goals.  And
each state committee should have a strategy for success that
makes sense in the context of that state's situation -- geograph-
ically, in terms of ballot access law, and the resources immedi-
ately available.
     This is why I have contended our biggest problem is not
money.  It is not lack of money to hire paid staff to do things.
(There are too many things that need to be done for us ever to
have enough money to hire people to do them all -- including
ballot access.)
      Our biggest problem is lack of human resources -- volun-
teers to get things done.  It is lack of communication between
state leadership and the "membership" regarding what our
needs are, what are the important things to get done.
      This lack of human resources results from a membership-
driven strategy from the top, where newsletter subscribers are
"recruited", not individuals with a proven record of volun-
teerism and activism
      Burnout by the best and most committed is a natural fall-
out of the strategy pursued up until now and at the present
time still.  The strategy must change, and we must become
more focused in our purpose.
      State leadership should spend a significant percentage of
their time recruiting others to do things, and moving away
from the tendency to "do it all".  Make your newsletters and
all communication with the membership focused on volun-
teerism -- what is needed for your state to be efficient, effec-
tive, and successful.
     I would be interested in creating an email listserve for state
committee people to share experiences and help cope with
these issues.  We must become self-sufficient and not rely on
the national hq for ultimate success and/or direction.  We must
stand together and serve as a source of support for each other.
       ...Lois Kaneshiki
          Chair, LPPa
[Your Editor is here reminded of the fine lecture that LPNH
Chair Danielle Donovan gave her members at the 2000 LPNH
state convention.  Her theme was simple: DO you want to pre-
vent activist burnout?  Run for Party Office!  Run against
someone who is doing a good job, to take it away from them
and given them a break, so that they will not burn out.  Vari-
ety is the spice of many people’s lives.  If they are the perpet-

      Libertarian Strategy Gazette believes that we should try to learn
from the past.  Sometimes, when we look at the past, we realize that
the more things change, the more things remain the same.  Some-
times we look and we see that 20 years after the fact the world has not
changes, and many of the same points are being discussed.
   In 1981, Kent Guida ran for National Chair of the Libertarian
Party.  Here are his actual proposals for what the party should do,
taken from his open letter to delegates to the forthcoming Libertarian
National Convention.

      Libertarian Strategy Proposals
(continued from the previous issue)

    Not only did the candidate use the existing mailing list, he asked
neighbors, friends, co-workers -- everyone he thought might be will-
ing to participate -- to become involved in the campaign in some way,
either by contributing money, or attending a work party, or distribut-
ing literature door-to-door, or accompanying him on a "Candidate's
Night" appearance. Between these efforts and the natural result of
public exposure, a mailing list of several hundred was built, virtually
from scratch, within a few months.
   After the campaign was over, a campaign worker independently
mailed a Libertarian Party membership application, and a voter regis-
tration card, to every name on the list, along with a letter requesting
each person to join the Libertarian Party and change his or her party
affiliation to Libertarian. The result: Party membership in San Fran-
cisco shot to over one hundred, and Libertarian registration increased
by a similar percentage. Many of those initially attracted by this may-
oral campaign have gone on to become key activists in California Lib-
ertarian efforts.

   The Alaska Experience
   In Alaska, prior to Dick Randolph's first successful race for state
legislature, the prime technique for building party membership and
support was a "house parties" project, whereby Libertarian Party
members would invite friends and neighbors to their homes for the
express purpose of introducing them to libertarianism and the Liber-
tarian Party. There, in a friendly social setting, those who attended
heard an introductory explanation of the philosophy, and were invited
to join and participate. A high percentage did, right on the spot in
many instances. This technique increased the mailing list, the mem-
bership roster, the-number of people exposed to libertarianism -- and
it also raised money from those willing to write out a membership
dues check.

  The New York Experience
   The Free Libertarian Party of New York has adopted a goal of hav-
ing party organizations in all regions of the state in time for the 1982
elections, and one of their early success stories has been in the Bing-
hamton area. Each time a new name in a previously unorganized area

(Continued on page 4)
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Libertarian Strategy Gazette is here to bring you articles
on strategy for the Libertarian Party.  Some of these are
opinions we support.  Some of these are opinions we be-
lieve to be mistaken.  All of them are opinions that we
think you will find to be worth considering.  Here courtesy
of Gail Lightfoot is a new article by long-time libertarian
activist Robert Bakhaus

Libertarian Strategy Proposals
Civics Lesson 2000
CONTINUED
The two most frequent complaints I hear are that we need
more people to divide the labor and more dollars to fund
the effort.  Both of these miss the really most important
point: that we need to do much more with whatever we
have.  When you are doing reform politics, of any persua-
sion, the funding problem is endemic, never ending.  We
can never have too many people, too much money, or too
much ability to get things done.  But keeping these things
in perspective lets us focus on what should come first, and
which way is forward.
    Consider the two major ways the libertarian movement
currently raises money (tax deferral many millions annu-
ally and regulated campaign donations a few million), and
what they imply for minor party politics.
    If you follow the "mothers milk of politics" you will find
that libertarianism today is funded primarily by IRS tax
deductions for charitable contributions to 501(c)(3) founda-
tions such as libertarian think tanks.  Secondarily, LP
causes and campaigns are funded by FPPC reported and
generally capped contributions that are NOT tax de-
ductible.
    These two major funding sources have significant im-
pact on the kind of libertarian activism they subsidize.
IRS tax exempt donations cannot be used to advocate bal-
lot status candidates and/or issues (except some state's pe-
tition or initiative causes).  FPPC regulated campaign con-
tributions generally cannot exceed federal and state size
limits.  Thus, both major forms of libertarian activist fund-
ing are largely regulated by the very government they in-
tend to reform.  Given that libertarianism is dedicated to
separating economics and state, to abolishing all controls
over money except fraud and contract enforcement, the
irony of present day libertarian fund raising easily turns
vicious.  To state that another way, if and whenever liber-
tarians are perceived to be a real threat, the establishment
can "cut off their water" almost effortlessly.  As it is, liber-
tarian think tanks already endure regular, annual audits
by the IRS as a matter of course!  No procedural slack for
libertarians.  But the real payoff is when it gets worse.
    Thus it becomes of strategic importance to realize that
our greatest fundraising option is not directly monetary, as
it is secondarily so.  That is, we need to realize that our
greatest assets are not monetary at all.  They are estab-
lishment monopolized assets, in which even more remote
investors (usually taxpayers) have done the actual fund-
ing.  Perhaps our single most elaborate asset currently is
the electoral system, from county courthouse elections of-
fices all the way to the federal election
system's media circus.

    Currently we reach out with our rhetoric and
strive to persuade people of our perspective's value.
People then register LP and the government goes to
great lengths to make that information available to
us.  If we fail to pick
it up at the courthouse and fail to follow through with
"Welcome Wagon" postcards and free email list-serve
subscriptions, that's our fault.  But the government
has given us a million dollar networking tool, a retail
sales network, and they maintain it for us at compara-
tively little cost.  Mentioning the ballot slots, state-
ments, arguments and the vote counting, all virtually
free to us because it's paid for by taxpayers, merely re-
inforces the point.  Our biggest asset is not money
raised from our supporters, but money stolen from
taxpayers and  converted to our resistance effort!
Capturing stolen tax money and converting it into re-
sistance assets is our most strategic fund raising tech-
nique.  Like any guerilla army unable to afford expen-
sive armaments, but able to find and seize establish-
ment munitions, the LP is most
effectively funded by "legal conversion" on a cultural
scale.
FUNDING THE REFORMATION
WITH CULTURAL CONVERSION
    Taking over universities, broadcast studios, major
media outlets, and so on, is the broadest way to build
upon our present access to electoral process assets.
    Converting the establishment's power into our
tools, finding ways to convert existing establishment
assets into libertarian tools. Just as Christians con-
verted pagan holidays into Christian ones, we need to
turn statist holidays into libertarian ones.  Libertarian
pennies must be
leveraged into libertarian mileage by capturing gov-
ernment facilities.
    This strategic topic of funding the reformation by
cultural conversion is so important that it merits an
exhaustive analysis by all LPers informed about local
conditions.  I can only scratch the surface here with
some prime examples.  The first thing that perhaps
needs admitting is how self blinded libertarians are to
the topic of converting tax loot to resistance advan-
tage.
    As a movement we don't seem very focused about
how to regard the public sector.
    True, we want to privatize it.
    On that we're clear.
    But what about returning stolen loot?  Isn't that
privatization as well?  Apparently not as clearly.  I
still read emails almost daily where libertarians are
complaining about the immoral hypocrisy of using
government roads to travel, using public libraries to
hold LP meetings, see-king and/or accepting "public
funds" for campus events on major universities, or eat-
ing, breathing government regulated air, food, water,
or accepting government campaign matching funds.
Even this election cycle LP candidate Harry Browne
refused to accept campaign matching funds.
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next step might be  most widely dispersed, that is, idle
assets available to all LPers that are currently under-
utilized.  The value of an "idle asset" perspective can be
seen in how LPers let themselves be limited by conven-
tional wisdom about "running to win", when in fact most
LP candidates are capable only of running to publicize.
Candidates with no funds, no incumbency, no popular
partisan support are not only self deceptive to claim to
the media that they're truly "running to win", they're
sadly self limiting.  If you're "running to win" you don't
want to dilute your assets by encouraging competition in
your primary and/or your general election. But, if you're
consciously running to publicize the LP's views to the
public and educate your followers through constructive
experience, then you can clearly profit by encouraging
competition within your own ranks.  The more LPers
running for the same office, the more energy, excitement,
insight and production occurs.  To say this another way,
it's counter-productive to delude ourselves in order to de-
lude the media that we're "running to win" when we can
do so much better "running to publicize" and honestly ad-
mitting it, even bragging about and exploiting it.  If we're
"running to publicize" we can encourage multiple com-
petitive candidates within our own ranks, exploit multi-
ple free coverage of all our competing candidates by the
media, and enjoy the fruits of "victory" when we achieve
our own goals rather than the vanity
goals set by a predominantly indifferent society.
    Consider the "idle asset" of LP ballot status.  Since we
seldom have enough candidates to fill all the offices up
for election, the ease of ballot access gained by being
LPers is not being fully utilized.  But, if we invite
LOSERS in Republican, Democrat, Green, etc. primaries
to then place their names on the general ballot as Liber-
tarian Party candidates, these "also rans" get a second
chance, and a chance to avenge themselves on the party
whose primary contest they lost.  This is not as insane as
it sounds.  Running a pro "victimless criminals" cam-
paign in a Democrat primary where there is an incum-
bent who will win hands down and losing to that incum-
bent will  gain you about 30% of the Democrat vote in
California.  If you then run in the general election as a
Libertarian Prater, because
there's no LP candidate, bringing 30% of the Democrat
vote with you all that adds up to an interesting diminu-
tion of the Democrats and an incremental reinforcement
of the Libertarian Party!
IDLE ASSETS OUTSIDE THE ELECTORAL
ARENA
    In listing exemplary "idle assets" I must at some point
venture into broader contexts than mere electoral assets.
By definition there are far more "idle assets" outside the
electoral arena than within it.   Consider the singular
cultural asset of public access television.  There are thou-
sands of public access studios across the country financed
by special fees on cable subscribers because local political
jurisdictions such as cities and counties are required by
federal law to require such facilities from private compa-
nies to whom they are giving franchise monopolies.

CAMPAIGN MATCHING FUNDS
    Can there be any question that unaccepted campaign
matching funds are an "idle asset" (assets that are under-
utilized), especially since the media largely ignores such
a "virtuous" gesture as refusing all such funds?  It
can be argued that the question of accepting matching
funds is too divisive internally and too controversial
(seemingly hypocritical) externally, or even just plain
immoral receipt of stolen goods.  Such objections are eas-
ily crushed by observing that it is a libertarian's duty,
obligation, role to return stolen property to its rightful
owners as expeditiously as possible, that leaving cam-
paign matching funds in the government treasury is
abetting theft by letting thieves keep loot.
    The way the loot is taken and restituted to the tax vic-
tims can be a very visible and stimulating public rela-
tions exercise.  Should $100,000 in matching funds be re-
turned $1 at a time to random citizens hurt by sales
taxes?  Or should it be returned to registered LPers first?
Or should we create a refund to the most productive peo-
ple who were robbed the worst by income taxes?  A San
Francisco LP group that won a lawsuit against local gov-
ernment distributed the settlement funds to the public,
accompanied by much media fanfare.  Whatever formula
is devised, the activity of returning the money is a public
relations bonanza waiting to be exploited, but currently
matching funds are a totally wasted (idled) asset.
ENDLESS IDLE ASSETS
      AND HOW TO EXPLOIT THEM
That idle assets exist and need to be identified can hardly
be doubted. What needs clarification is how many idle as-
sets there are.  Even more importantly, the main point is
that what is and is not an "idle" asset depends on how
you look at it.  Almost anything is an "idle" asset waiting
to be exploited if you have the vision, competence, and/or
motivation to use it better than is presently the case.
    Moving from most obvious idle asset (campaign match-
ing funds) to more portentous idle assets, consider that
the tens of thousands of voters registered to the Libertar-
ian Party in California are currently a hugely idle
asset.  At one time it was imperative that the California
LP have as many voters registered LP as possible in or-
der to gain permanent ballot status, and massively ex-
pensive petition drives were mounted to achieve that
goal.  But nowadays the California LP does not need any
registered voters (The California LP does not conduct
registration drives any more.), since it maintains ballot
status by gaining simply 2% of the vote in a statewide
race every few years.  This goal is achieved fairly easily
by several statewide candidates each election.  And while
the registration lists are useful, they are mostly idle.
    How could such lists be exploited more productively?
In a phrase, a new  libertarian party.  In a word: competi-
tion.  My own recommendation is the formation of a Tol-
erant Party, premised upon legalization of vice, priori-
tized on abolishing the War On Drugs.  For much more
detail, see my website devoted to the topic at
www.silcom.com/~taxabo/vice.htm
    Moving from most obvious and most portentous, the
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is found, the party contacts that person and asks if he or she
would be willing to serve as a contact point for other people in
the area. As new names come in, they are given to the contact
people in the  various areas, who are encouraged to begin orga-
nizing. State party officers, such as the Chair, will make it a
point to visit these developing areas to meet with the Libertarians
there.
   In the Binghamton case, there was only one name -- a man who
was initially attracted through the 1978 Greenberg for Governor
campaign -- but he gradually built up a list of twenty or so others.
Thanks to the systematic encouragement of the state party leader-
ship, this handful of local activists has already been highly suc-
cessful, having nominated candidates for mayor and county legis-
lature, attracted considerable local media attention, and won the
bid to host the Nylon's next state convention. According to the
state chair, the key to building local organizations is to focus
would-be activists on continuous preparation for election cam-
paigns. These preparations include making contacts in the news
media, recruiting candidates, writing position papers, and re-
searching issues.
   Letters to the Editor
   As an outreach technique, letters to the editors of newspapers is
simple, inexpensive, and effective -- both in terms of writing
them, and in monitoring the letters of others. Activists in various
parts of the country have found that making a point of writing
one letter per week, or one per month, is a surefire way to keep
the Libertarian Party visible, particularly in non-election years.
Writing letters can be a project for party members who may be
unable to other things; in   New York, for instance, a member
who is physically disabled keeps up a steady stream of letters in
his local papers. He makes it a point always to find a way to men-
tion the Libertarian Party. The letters are short -- one or two
paragraphs at most -- and give a concise Libertarian view on a
particular issue.
   The other side of this coin is monitoring letters to the editor for
those which express, usually unwittingly, a libertarian sentiment.
A volunteer responsible for this project will scan the letters each
day, note those which appear sympathetic to the party position,
and send a thank-you note and packet of party material to the
writer. Not only does this project reach Politically-aware people
with the Libertarian  message, but it also serves to involve volun-
teers who may otherwise be unwilling or unable to participate in
other activities.
   Summary and Conclusions
   The experiences described in this section have differed signifi-
cantly in specific details. Some have been in connection with
campaigns, others with more general activities; some have relied
on available media while others have not. But all have certain
universally applicable points in common:
   * Libertarians were willing to ask people to participate, and the
requests were personal and specific. Even in the Minnesota ex-
ample, where leafleting and advertising were major elements,
personal solicitation was the key: first, of the original party mem-
ber in each outlying town, second, of the people who attended the
introductory meeting.
   * They didn't spend time "qualifying their customers." In sales,
it's a standard maxim never to prejudge a customer according to
appearance or manner, because you never know who will be a
buyer. The same applies to successful outreach efforts. They usu-

(Continued from page 1) [The Guida Plan]    As a well seasoned television producer myself these
past few years, I can attest to the incredible leverage in
community outreach from having your own television
show weekly, or even monthly.  In my home town in
southern California I have become a celebrity with
my distinctive facial features and sharp mind being
displayed every few days on local television.  It
takes only a few volunteers crewing the cameras
and considerable libertarian ideological moxie to
have guests appear with you to discuss current
events.  A truism about guests is that "Nobody says
no to a chance to be on t.v."  And once you've
recorded a show, the cable station will repeatedly
play it during the following week(s) because they
are all starved for locally originated programming.
    Most LPers are familiar with government subsi-
dized campuses.  While youth may be rather indif-
ferent to LP ideas outside of legalizing drugs, sex
and rock & roll, it takes very few students to form a
campus chapter. Once three or so students have ob-
tained the signature of a faculty or staff member
and formed a campus chapter, there are usually
considerable assets to be exploited for free.  Com-
mon assets are access to empty classrooms for regu-
lar meetings and multi-media facilities for special
events, letters to editors of the campus paper, can-
didacies in campus elections, radio station shows,
even television facilities at some campuses.  The as-
sets are there for the asking if LPers have made
the minimal effort to organize the few signatures
required.  Usually student initiative will be met
with faculty response from sympathetic professors
who otherwise can't justify taking the time them-
selves to lead a student group.
LITIGATING
    An incredibly huge cultural asset little used by
libertarians so far is the judicial system.  All it
takes is a well connected LP chapter to bring
lawyers, victims and disgruntled government em-
ployees (whistle blowers) together to launch law-
suits that can win.  This is very different territory
than the electoral arena.  Most lawsuits require a
year or two to wind their way through the courts.
And it's not enough just to have an injustice in your
sights.  You also have to be able to PROVE the  in-
justice, meaning documentation and witnesses who
can convince third parties like judges and juries.
Further, there are no "paper" lawsuits.  Once litiga-
tion has been launched it has to be kept up until
settled out of court or won in court.  As the winner
of four lawsuits and a  litigator who has never lost
a case, I can attest to the value of LP groups in
pulling together the resources and holding every-
body to the goal of punishing public officials who vi-
olate term limits, abuse their office by electioneer-
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ally were directed to a wide audience without much worry about
whether or not the new recruits were more or less likely to be-
come 100 per cent immediate plumb-line libertarians.
   * After being asked to join and participate, a certain percent-
age of those contacted said Yes, and a certain percentage said No
-- and the percentage which said Yes was always higher than ex-
pected. The people involved in the outreach project were not
afraid of rejection.
   * Once a successful contact had been made, and a positive re-
sponse obtained, the new people were kept active. Work parties,
social events, or special projects were organized, announced, and
regularly scheduled. The new members were encouraged to set
up their own structures, then followed up periodically by ac-
tivists at the state level.
   * The best resource for party development has been the exist-
ing mailing list. In many parties, the names on the list have
never been contacted by phone, and sometimes not even by mail,
and in other parties, the contacts are irregular and infrequent at
best. People who never hear from the organization will tend to
lose interest and understandably assume that no party with dy-
namic people in it exists.
   * Successful activists have recognized that most new members
come to an increased understanding of libertarianism through
contact with other party members, gradually over a period of
time. It's extremely important, of course, to educate new recruits
in terms of principles and issues, but it's clear that those party
organizations which have been most successful in growing out-
side of the "inner circle" have not demanded any sort of "Purity
test" from their new people. Instead, they have assumed correctly
that the more experienced libertarians will take care of explain-
ing philosophical points to newcomers in the natural course of
social events and political activities.
   KEY POINTS ON PARTY DEVELOPMENT
   1. The mailing list of party members and prospects is your
most important tool. Everyone on it should be contacted in per-
son and asked to participate in party activities.
   2. Keep building your list by entering the names of everyone
who expresses an interest in the party.
   3. Friends, neighbors, co-workers -- they, too, should be in-
vited to participate in or attend party events.
   4. Accept the fact that a certain percentage of the people you
contact will say "No."
   5. Use news releases., flyers, and ads to support your public re-
cruitment efforts.
   6. Provide a structure and specific activities for newcomers
both at the initial meeting and at subsequent events.
   7. Don't prejudge newcomers. Remember that most people be-
come increasingly libertarian through contact with other libertar-
ians, so plan events to mingle new People with "veterans."
                                 KEEPING IT GOING
    Once a party organization has started, or has branched out to
satellite areas, the critical problem becomes keeping, it going
successfully. Far too many initially successful organizational ef-
forts  have fallen apart because of lack of follow through. But
many party groups, once they've taken shape have not only con-
tinued but grown because of a conscious program put in motion
for this purpose.
    The question to be addressed is how to keep relatively new
party members active and interested -- in fact, how to move them

away from thinking of themselves as "newcomers" at all.
    The Rochester Experience
    Perhaps one of the most consistently successful local party or-
ganizations in the country has been the one in Rochester, N.Y., a
relatively small city which is not adjacent to other population cen-
ters, but which nevertheless has been able both to attract and keep
the interest of old and new Libertarian activists.
   Rochester Libertarians employ two major tools: a good internal
communication device., their newsletter; and frequent meetings
which combine philosophical, political and social elements. Actu-
ally, they use these tools in duplicate. There is an active chapter
of the Society for Individual Liberty in the Rochester area, and an
active LP organization , each of which has a newsletter and meet-
ings. The overlap in membership is considerable, but the SIL
chapter activities focus on philosophy, while LP activities concen-
trate on politics and activism. In this way, a broad cross-section
of libertarians, regardless of their primary interest, are consis-
tently brought into contact with other libertarians.
    Meetings typically are dinners served at a hotel or restaurant
which have been publicized well ahead of time through the
newsletter. After dinner, routine announcements are dispensed
with, and the floor is given over to the featured speaker, who is
often from out of town and has had his or her transportation and
lodging arranged and paid for by the organizers of the event. This
program has meant that Rochester-area libertarians have frequent
opportunities to hear outside speakers on a wide range of topics,
to keep abreast of  libertarian activities in the area, and to be in
the friendly company of other libertarians. They have come to
look forward to these events; typically at least 50 paying people
attend. At one such dinner, for Alaskan legislator Dick Randolph,
organized with only four days notice, 70 people were willing to
come out.
   Rochester Libertarians' ability to keep the organization going
and growing doesn't just stop with dinner meetings. They take ad-
vantage of each election campaign opportunity, even of local elec-
tions which are held in odd-numbered years, and do their utmost
to recruit candidates as an almost-perpetual focus for party ac-
tivism. The candidates are recruited simply because certain ac-
tivists make it a point to ask other libertarians to run. One
Rochester party leader identified 15  people he thought would be
good candidates, asked them all, and ended up with six enthusias-
tic local campaigners (that would be a .400 average if it were
baseball).
    Attempts are consistently made to involve all members, espe-
cially newcomers, in basic party activities. In the case of one din-
ner meeting, for example, the organization's Chair had no hesita-
tion in asking a couple who were brand-new to the parity to lodge
the out-of-town speaker overnight; they were delighted to accept,
and felt much more "part of things." The Chair views this process
of involving all members as routine. Of this instance he said, "It
just made sense to ask them because they lived close to the air-
port. If they had said " No" , I would have asked someone else."
Simple and obvious, of course; but in how many other organiza-
tions does the party leadership rely exclusively on a small circle
of longtime activists, afraid that asking newcomers to participate
would be interpreted as being "too pushy"?
    The Montana Experience
     Montana is an immense state, with a number of small to mid-
size cities scattered far apart. It was not until less than two years

(Continued on page 6)
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